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Abstract: In this era of digital domination, it is fit to say that individuals are
more inclined towards viewership on online platforms due to the wide variety
and the scope of individual preferences it provides. In the past few years,
there has been a massive growth in the popularity of Over-The-Top platforms,
with an increasing number of consumers adapting to them. The Covid-19
pandemic has also caused the proliferation of these services as people are
restricted to their homes. Consumers are often in a dilemma about which
subscription plan to choose, and this is where a recommendation system makes
their task easy. The Subscription recommendation system allows potential
users to pick the most suitable and convenient plan for their daily consumption
from diverse OTT platforms. The economic equilibrium behind allocating
these resources follows a unique voting and bidding system propped by us in
this paper. The system is dependent on two types of individuals, type 1 seeking
the recommendation plan, and type 2 suggesting it. In our study, the system
collaborates with the latter who participate in voting and invest/bid in the available options, keeping in mind the user preferences. This architecture runs on
an interface where the candidates can login to participate at their convenience.
As a result, selective participants are awarded monetary gains considering the
rules of the suggested mechanism, and the most voted subscription plan gets
recommended to the user.
Keywords: Recommendation systems; over-the-top platforms; subscription
allocation; auction theory

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, the entertainment industry of the nation has undergone several changes.
This phenomenon is due to the increase in the easy availability and access to internet services and
devices such as smartphones, desktops, laptops, tablets, smart-TVs, etc., which can interconnect
the Internet easily. Media services are not just limited to television and theatres anymore. With
the increase in demand for online resources, OTT (Over-The-Top) platforms are the recent favorite
of all. The advent of the unprecedented pandemic situation caused by the sudden outbreak of
COVID-19 has brought in much alteration in the way audience consume media [1]. The sudden
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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imposition of the much-needed lockdown throughout the nation and the emergence of the social
distancing norms have taken the audience away from cinema halls, theatres, and auditoriums and
restricted them to their houses. However, the demand for entertainment and media has not been
curbed, thereby increasing the popularity of the OTT platforms in the nation [2]. There has been
a massive boom in the number of subscribers on the OTT platforms in recent times. They have
evolved as highly dominating entertainment platforms for consumers in the country, as shown in
Fig. 1. OTTs serve the platter based on the choice and preference of the consumer in a pocketfriendly budget. Hence, it has evolved as a massive entertainment platform for the masses.
Statistics and various other research reports point to the growing market and consumer
appetite for the content of choice available on OTT platforms [3]. OTTs offer a never before
consumer advantage-choice of content, ease of access, choice of device/mediums (handphone,
laptop, tablet, or TV screen). Gone are the days when family members fought for screen time
of choice on the family’s singular home device, i.e., TV. Urban cities, in particular, find it quite
common for almost all members of a family to get access to individual smartphones/laptops. As
every consumer has his/her taste in content viewership, OTTs allow them to do so, on their device
without adjusting or compromising for someone else.

Figure 1: No. of paid subscribers in different OTT platforms in India
Now, the consumers can opt for the subscription plan of their own choice based on their
budget and the content they want to view. In this scenario, every consumer is looking for the best
possible subscription plan for their preferences as per the conditions set by them. Recommendation systems have made this process easy by giving the users the best suggestions based on their
preferences. Everyone is looking for maximum benefits on a minimum budget, and it will indeed
be an additional gain for them if they get an opportunity to get their subscription plan at a lower
price in exchange for their participation in a voting competition to choose the most recommended
subscription plan on an OTT platform. Most architectures use a preference-based algorithm and
concepts like collaborative and content-based filtering to generate the recommendation. A unique
concept is implemented in our recommendation system that uses the concepts of voting and
bidding systems to generate the result and the winning amount, respectively.
Our paper proposes a unique mechanism in which users can gain cashback or buy their
monthly subscriptions at a discounted price simply by participating in a voting contest conducted
in a certain time frame. The format contains two types of users:
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(1) Consumers–individuals who require the recommendation.
(2) Participants–individuals who will vote for a particular service based on the user’s requirements and participate in the game.
The participants are to vote for the OTT subscription plan, which they think is the best
according to the conditions set by the consumer. Suppose the OTT subscription that they voted
most for emerges as the winner of the contest. In that case, the participants who voted for it
will be winning some cash back or discount on their subscription plan thereby benefitting him/her
and cutting down this expenditure. The most voted plan will be recommended to the consumer.
This process browses through all the available/popular OTT platforms to ensure the most accurate
plan is suggested that suit the interests of the user. The system model explained in detail in the
further sections of the paper can be correlated to a lottery system. The buyer of the lottery
ticket invests some amount of money purchasing the ticket and if he/she wins, then gets back
much more than the amount invested. The winning amount that he/she gets is given from the
total amount collected from the participants (i.e., amounts invested by each of the buyers who
purchased the ticket). We design a similar model to deal with the voting contests conducted for
the OTT platforms.
The calculation of the reward will be based on a unique bidding system modeled by us. In
our system, we are implementing the concept of this unique auction mechanism to determine the
prize money to be received by the winning participants. Here, not only the highest bidder gets
rewarded, but the second-highest bidder also receives a reward amount, taking into consideration
that only those bidders who voted for the winning subscription plan. A similar concept has been
deployed in the problem statement to calculate the winning amount. The detailed mechanism of
the bidding system and collection of bid values has been discussed in Section 3 of the paper.
Thus, to engage the participants in voting, we deploy this method. The participants investing their
money will have a chance to win an amount back, encouraging them to involve themselves in this
system. At the same time, the consumer in need of the suggestion will also get the desired result.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: some previous works in this field are discussed
in Section 2, comprising Literature Review. Section 3 formulated the system model and system
architecture followed by the Proposed Mechanism in Section 4 where we present the proposed
solution for the subscription recommendation system in detail. In Section 5, we assign a statistical
analysis based on our model. In Section 6, we visualize the simulation results that we have
obtained using our system. In Section 7, we have mentioned the tool used for the implementation, Lastly, we present the limitations and advantages of our work and highlight some future
applications using cloud computing in Section 8 of the paper, comprising Conclusion and Future
Work.
2 Literature Review
The advancement of technology has promoted the use of internet-based delivery among
audiences for entertainment purposes. In turn, OTT (Over-the-top) media service platforms have
emerged to be one of the leading providers of viewership today. They are a growing space of
competition, network, regulation, and development, among other advantages [4]. With the Covid19 pandemic at large, India is anticipated to become the second biggest OTT market, closely
followed by the USA [5–7]. Thus, statistical analysis of user preferences over consumer data has
helped visualize acceptance between different platforms and content alike [5,6]. With growing
demand, global hotshots like Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime have also learned to share a room
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with Indian streaming services like Hotstar and Voot. The existence of these media services is
to bring great changes to the economy, now that cinema halls are mostly restricted from use.
The familiarity, demand, and availability surrounding the collective watching experience are only
expected to grow more with time.
Streaming services are relatively cost-effective with the right choice of platform and package.
In April 2019, a study revealed that more than 50% of users experience “subscription fatigue”
from signing up on too many subscription services. It may also impact the position of smaller
services against established platforms like Netflix, Hotstar, etc. Thus, survival analysis techniques
came into play, using data from ratings, reviews, and recommendation systems. This hypothesis led
to the discovery of purchase probability maximization to help extend the subscription period for
their customers. It observes the history of long-term purchase patterns to increase user satisfaction
and benefit online businesses [8]. As these platforms operate in a digital space, there is an abundance of information at hand. Thus, the Internet has been dependent on recommendation systems
of different algorithms to build that trust and effective facilitation among potential customers [9].
Machine learning using recommendation systems is a popular and fascinating area of research
in the IT world. Today, some of the widely known applications of this approach can be found
in suggesting movies, music, news, etc., to potential consumers [10]. Search engines, social media
accounts, and websites also follow recommendation algorithms by monitoring online activities for
the best user experience. Thus, the need for research surrounding this topic has been inactive
pursue in the last decade.
The theory of collaborative filtering suggests that two users A and B are likely to have the
same preferences if they harbor familiar opinions and tastes over a commodity [11]. Similarly,
content-based filtering also revolves around user preferences while prioritizing collected data over
human collaborations. In short, we can say that collaborative filtering is driven by consciously
made choices, while content-based filtering administers data over time and inspection. Related
sub-categories like memory-based and model-based systems can also be found in the collaborative
filtering approach [12]. By combining these collaborative and content-based filtering with others,
administrators have long overcome many glitches in their application in a hybrid approach.
Compared with the hybrid architecture, multi-criteria recommender systems (MCRS) [11] explore
preferential information from the users for more than one criteria or value. However, like the
others [11,12], even the multi-criteria matrix is not immune to a cold start. Thus, it brings the
other forms of work in this field into play.
Sparse and inefficient data at an early stage are but a few of those prevailing issues today.
Hence, instead of the above methods, certain implementations believe in using a context-based
filtering approach [13] for minimizing the required data and information to customize it according
to the situation or user demands. The leverage that context-based mechanism has over contentbased and collaborative filtering is the consideration of time in their examination. With contextual
factors like time and purpose in the play, static and dynamic methods can better predict the
stability of user feedback [13].
Reinforcement learning theory follows a reward-based system for the recommended agent
by exposing it to a real-life environment [13]. The economic setting in an auction theory also
follows a similar reward-based architecture that allows the participants to make financial trades
in a market-based approach. Unlike our former studies in this section, it encourages collecting
the latest information from the users, in turn aiding the allocation of reliable services that keeps
updating themselves with the trends. This method also resolves errors that arise from a cold start,
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sparsity, and inefficient data. Thus, the two-way transactions in a bidding environment are more
likely to fetch rewards and clarity for the client and organizer’s outcome.
Auction theory is a sub-part of game theory [14]. Some popularly known algorithms in this
topic are the first and second-price auction theory algorithm shown in [15,16]. It is primarily
targeted towards generating the most profit for the participants and system controller. While the
first price auction theory is relatively simple and straightforward, making sure the highest bidder
is at the end of the winning deal, the second price auction theory focuses on the second-highest
bid for its formulation [16]. Another concept that is also included in this mechanism is called
the reverse auction theory [17]. In this approach, the roles of the buyer and seller get altered,
giving the algorithm its name. This system pitches one buyer against various potential sellers
willing to sell their goods or products. The sellers here change their prices according to the buyer’s
demand. Next, the sellers compete with each other to offer the best possible price that is effective
and inexpensive, such that the buyer gets convinced to buy the product. Another difference of
approach from the above auction theory is that the sellers generally tend to decrease the price so
that it is feasible for the buyer to purchase the project. In contrast, in the case of a traditional
auction, the bid values generally tend to increase.
Some other popularly known auctions are Open-ascending bid Auctions or English auctions [18] and Open-descending bid auctions or Dutch Auctions [19]. In the case of an English
auction, the seller sets an opening price for a particular product, and bidders start to bid their
values, which is greater than the opening amount. The person with the highest bid wins. In the
case of a Dutch auction, generally, it is started with a high price by the seller, and then this
price decreases gradually until any bidder agrees with the price. Once any bidder accepts the price,
the auction ends. Thus, in general, the auction architecture helps achieve financial incentives from
financial investments.
3 The Conceptual Auction-Based Recommender System for Over-The-Top
3.1 System Model and Problem Formulation
This section presents the working model of the unique Recommendation system we have
formulated for OTT platforms, with simultaneous Voting and Bidding system, as proposed in
Section 1. The problem will be dealt with in a certain time frame, thereby taking a dynamic
approach.
This system will involve two categories of users:
• First, a consumer C who is giving the preferences and asking for a recommendation
• Second, a set of participants X = {x1 , x2 , x3 . . . xn } who are bidding and voting based on
the requirements laid down by the consumer.
The consumer sets the conditions such as price range, quality, device connection, content preference, etc., as per his or her choice and then asks for the recommendation for the most suitable
subscription plan based on popular choice. Let P be the set of subscription plans available for the
consumer, satisfying all the conditions set by the consumer, such that P = {P1 , P2 , P3 . . . Pm }, where
m is the number of subscription plans available. The consumer now uses the recommendation
system to choose the most suitable subscription plan from the set P.
Once the consumer seeks the recommendation, the system controller starts voting and bidding
within the recommendation system. According to the problem statement, each game will be
restricted to a fixed time frame T (taking T = 15 min), after which another new game will be
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initiated. In this time frame, the participants can vote for any one subscription plan, which they
can choose according to their opinion from the set of available subscriptions P. The participants
urge to participate in the voting contest with the expectation of winning cashback. To participate
in the voting, each participant has to invest a certain bid value in the auction from a set of four
bid values b, such that b = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } and b1 > b2 > b3 > b4 . The system in every time-frame
will randomly generate these bid values. The auction will be conducted on a new set of bid values
generated by the system every time in every time frame. It makes it a real-time dynamic system
capable of working perfectly with changing conditions. All the voters/bidders have to vote and
pay their bid values within the given time frame T, exceeding which will result in disqualification.
After the completion of the voting and bidding in time-frame T, as set by the system
controller, the system will calculate the total number of votes obtained by each subscription plan
belonging to set P and the plan getting the maximum votes will emerge as the winner and that
plan will get recommended to the consumer C. Then the distribution of the prize money to the
winning participants will be carried out by the system, for this calculation of the prize money
and distribution among the winning participants.
To illustrate this system, let us consider the following example:
Let us say P1 has received n1 votes, P2 has received n2 votes, and P3 has received n3 votes
where n3 > n2 > n1 .
Thus, in this case, the winner is P3 , and plan P3 gets recommended to consumer C.
The highest number of votes is equivalent to n3 , which corresponds to the number of winners.
Now, out of these n3 winners, all must not have invested the same bid value. In our approach,
only the winners who have invested the highest and the second-highest bid value, i.e., b1 and b2,
will be receiving their winning amounts.
The winning amount for each participant belonging to these two categories of winning
participants will be calculated as follows:
• The participant who invested in b1 : r1 ∗ b1 (where r1 lies in the range 1.25 to 1.50)
• The participant who invested in b2 : r2 ∗ b2 (where r2 lies in the range 1.10 to 1.25)
Both r1 and r2 are randomly generated by the system for every time frame, restricting the
values of r1 and r2 to their specific ranges.
However, the remaining winning participants, i.e., those who had invested b3 and b4 bid
values, respectively, will get not be losing their invested amounts. Instead, they will get straight
cashback of the amount they invested, thereby making no profit any loss. This system will
encourage them to stay in this recommendation system for a longer time and urge them to
participate further in the voting and bidding game.
Here we consider that y1 , y2 , y3 , and y4 are the number of participants who paid the bid
values b1 , b2 , b3 , and b4 for the winning plan P3 .
The formulation of the equations for the total prize money, winning amount, and system’s
profit amount is below:
• Total collected amount = T
• Amount won by winning highest bidders = y1 ∗ r1 ∗ b1
• Amount won by winning second highest bidders = y2 ∗ r2 ∗ b2
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• Amount repaid = (y3 ∗ b3 ) + (y4 ∗ b4 )
• Amount received by the system = T − {(y1 ∗ r1 ∗ b1 ) + (y2 ∗ r2 ∗ b2 ) + (y3 ∗ b3 ) + (y4 ∗ b4 )}
The total amount T that is collected by the system will be the summation of the bid values
paid by each of the participants in the game. From this collected amount, the winning amount is
distributed among the winning participants. After all the distributions, the amount remaining from
the total collection is kept by the system controller as the system’s profit. Thus, this system benefits
winning participants and gives adequate profit to the controller or conductor of the system.
3.2 The System Architecture
Fig. 2, illustrates the working of the RAVA architecture in the form of a flowchart. It
represents the sequence of events followed by the system model in one iteration or cycle. As we
can see, here P1, P2, and P3 are the available subscription plans for which that algorithm has
been established. The bidders, b1, b2, b3, and b4 are the estimated candidates involved in the
auction process. This algorithm follows a novel auction system, which is a sub expression of game
theory in computer science [14]. The mechanism assigns n1, n2, n3, i.e., the votes obtained to
each subscription plan, in turn deriving the winning plan chosen by the participants. Among these
voters, the winners are then distinguished on the basis of their investment in the process. The
highest and second highest bidders are then awarded their due incentives, while the other winners
get their money returned back. An advantage of the latter is that interested people can access
the mechanism with negligible losses before they can transcend to higher bidding amounts. It
builds an understanding and familiarity with the model thereafter. In this scenario, revenue for
the system controller is also generated alongside the participants. The algorithm makes sure that
under every circumstance or iteration, the returns for the system controller remain unchanged by
a marginal gap. The winning plan is henceforth allocated to the consumer, who requested for it.
On repetition, the next cycle replaces the bidding values, b1, b2, b3, b4, with new values that are
randomly chosen by the system within a range of rules. This system model runs on an interface,
from where potential candidates can access the bidding contests as per their convenience. As the
timeframe of the auction is already fixed, it also allows the algorithm to return results in a short
span of time, instead of waiting on more bidders to join. Hence, we can say that our system
architecture is both consumer and candidate friendly.
Fig. 3, illustrates the voting system used in this algorithm. This approach draws its idea from
a concept of game theory [14], the Borda Voting system [20], which is also known as the System
of Borda Count. In this voting system, each voter ranks each available subscription plan according
to their choice. Each of the ranks is associated with a certain number of points/scores taken into
account while counting the total scores obtained by a certain subscription plan. As described in
the Fig. 3, the votes are being calculated by multiplying the number of voters and the points
associated with each rank and then they are summed up to obtained the total number of votes.
The total votes for each plan i.e., P1, P2 and P3 are being calculated in the same way. The
plan that obtains the maximum points or scores emerges as the winner. The winning plan gets
recommended to the consumer.
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Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of our system

Figure 3: Representation of Borda voting system

4 Proposed Mechanism
The proposed mechanism for executing the System model discussed in Section 3 is based on
a unique algorithm designed by us called Recommendation Algorithm on Voting and Auction
(RAVA). On completion of this algorithm, the consumers will be recommended the Over-The-Top
subscription plan, according to their provided preferences. The voters who had ranked the winning
plan as their first choice will get rewarded according to the system discussed in the previous
section. The pseudo-code of our working algorithm (RAVA) has been given below along with the
detailed list of the variables used in the code:
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Algorithm: Recommendation Algorithm on Voting and Auction (RAVA)
Variables:
X: complete set of the participants
B: a set of four bid values randomly generated by the system
n: to store the total number of participants
m: number of subscription plans available for recommendation
bb: to store the bid values entered by every participant
yy: to store the total points entered for each subscription plan
T: to store the total collected amount
T
– : Time frame or duration of each auction
Rh1 : reward amount of highest bidder who voted for winning subscription plan
Rh2 : reward amount of second-highest winning bidder who voted for winning subscription plan
Rr : amount to be returned to remaining bidders who voted for winning subscription plan
Rs : profit amount earned by the system
r1 : stores the rate at which reward is given to the highest bidder (a random value between 1.25 and 1.5)
r2 : stores the rate at which reward is given to the second-highest bidder (a random value between 1.10 and
1.25)
W: winning subscription plan
y1: number of winning participants who invested b1
y2: number of winning participants who invested b2
y3: number of winning participants who invested b3
y4: number of winning participants who invested b4
C: consumer for whom the recommendation is generated
Pseudo-code:
Input: X = {x1 , x2 , x3 . . . xn }, B = {b1 , b2 , b3 . . . b4 } //b1 > b2 > b3 > b4 , P = {P1 , P2 , P3 . . . Pm } and
T =0
Begin
//function 1 → Generation of Votes and Bid Values
repeat during the duration of auction T
do{ for each xi belonging to X
for i in range of 1 to n
{
Enter the bid value bbi
T = T + bbi //add every bid value to store the total in T
for j in range of 1 to m
{ p = Enter the point allotted to Pj
yyj = yyj + p //add every point to store the total in point in yj }
}}
//function 2 → Determination of winning subscription and winning voters
for j in range of 1 to m
W = Pj where yyj is maximum
for i in range of 1 to n
{
if Pi voted for W
increment y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 for voters who invested b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 respectively
}
(Continued)
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//function 3 → Distribution of winning amounts
//random generation of reward rate by the system
r1 = random. randint (1.25, 1.50)
r2 = random. randint (1.10, 1.25)
//calculation of rewards and system’s profit
Rh1 = y1 ∗ r1 ∗ b1
Rh2 = y2 ∗ r2 ∗ b2
Rr = (y3 ∗ b3 ) + (y4 ∗ b4 )
Rs = T − Rh1 − Rh2 − Rr
main routine
{ Call function 1
Call function 2
Call function 3
}
End
Time Complexity: The time Complexity of the given algorithm is O(n ∗ m) since the loop runs
for each value in the range 1 to n where n is the number of participants and within this loop,
votes are received for m number of subscriptions plans available for each participant.
By measuring market metrics based on certain objectives, the performance of the system
architecture or design can be evaluated efficiently. They fulfill criteria that are important for the
success of the mechanism and prove the standards of the product in the market. In this problem
statement, the recommendation system identifies the properties that a good auction environment
should exhibit. Thus, with this theoretical and numeric data, we can say that our design is suitable
to be introduced and put to use in the assigned platform. The following properties expand on the
goals that our model completes to indicate its effectiveness in a real-world scenario:
Proposition 1. The RAVA mechanism is Pareto efficient.
Proof. Pareto efficiency can be defined as an economic circumstance where the condition of
an individual cannot be made better or improved without making another individual’s conditions
worse. Following our proposal, it can be stated that to increase any participant’s reward. We don’t
need to decrease anyone else’s reward amount. There is no such situation in our proposed idea
where any other participant’s compensation is being compromised to multiply others prize amount.
The rewards are generated as per the bid values invested by the participants with a calculated
amount of profit for the highest bidder, second highest bidder, as well as the system controllers.
Since this amount has a particular formula for calculation which is mentioned in the system
formulation part. There are no such circumstances where there is the scope of alteration of these
values. Thus, the reward amounts are generated as per the bid values and the votes received by
the system. Hence, we can say our proposed system is Pareto efficient.
Proposition 2. The allocation by RAVA works towards producing Social welfare maximization.
Proof. The context of our paper pitches social welfare as a mechanism that will provide a way
of distinguishing between Pareto efficient solutions to the given problem by determining which
subscription plan is best for a recommendation from the point of view of the voters (which can
be considered as a social viewpoint). In contrast to Pareto efficiency, social welfare provides a
way to rank different subscription plan preferences over all the available subscription plans and
to indicate the best-suited option for the subscription plan as a whole. It acts as a supplement to
Pareto efficiency.
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Proposition 3. The RAVA architecture supports Individual rationality.
Proof. A mechanism is said to possess individual rationality when all its participants have an
individually rational logic behind involving themselves in the bargain [21]. If a system provides
an amount less than what was invested by the agents during the bid, the system is not rational.
However, in our model, the least price gained by a winner is the same amount that he has bid
during the auction. We can also say that while the highest winning bidder receives the maximum
reward at the end of his bargain, the minimum reward generated by any winner is the same
as what they have pitched. Thus, individual rationality has been taken into consideration in
the evaluation of this model. This, in turn, encourages more people to participate and give the
protocol a try as they have negligible losses to incur. If it weren’t for this property, the system
would be a victim to a cold start, and many valuable recommendations would be lost due to lack
of participation.
Proposition 4. The RAVA system provides Clear Incentives to all the agents.
Proof. In this case, a mechanism should act so that all its agents can profit from its earnings
globally. This property ensures the profit of the system controller with every bid, besides just
safeguarding the earnings of the participants involved. The same feedback is thus expected, with
a change in bid values or profit margin. The auction theory deployed in our approach makes
sure that even with the fluctuation in incentives, the overall range between the highest winning
bidder and system controller remains low. It helps maximize the revenue and provides each agent
involved in the system their due prize.
Proposition 5. The proposed market in RAVA is Convergent.
Proof. The market is termed convergent when the prices associated with commodities tend
to converge after a certain number of rounds of auction. In the context of our paper, the OTT
market in which we are auctioning can be stated as convergent as the bid values allocated to
the subscription plans tends to converge after certain rounds of voting and auction. This is very
significant from the point of view of the bidders/participants. It allows them to analyze and
learn how to bid rationally for a certain subscription plan so that they can extract maximum
profits/reward amounts in exchange for their invested bid values. The property of convergence
prevents the market behavior from becoming chaotic because it puts a sense of understanding into
the bidders regarding how much to bid for a subscription plan in the recommendation system.
Proposition 6. The RAVA system model is stable in nature.
Proof. If a system behaves in a particular manner in which it is designed over time, it is
stable. A protocol needs to stay under control irrespective of changing conditions. The output
should always be right or proper with each input. Thus, the result shows that a stable system
gives bounded output for bounded input. A stable system safeguards the best interests of all the
individuals participating in the innovation. The performance evaluation in this design shows that
even with multiple conditions in play, the profit will never turn out to be zero for any player.
In detail, we can say that even with slight fluctuation in the profit margin or bidding values, the
resultant gain for the participants, system controller, or customers is lost. Thus, the architecture
pitched in this model is in full control of its input and output.
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Proposition 7. The RAVA mechanism promotes fair monetization.
Proof. A market should be fair to its participants. It should provide equal opportunity to
provide opinions and earn rewards to the candidates [22]. The method used should also be
unbiased in its efforts to provide the promised incentives. Therefore, keeping in mind these rules,
we design a mechanism that serves the same purpose and promotes a fair auction environment.
In this algorithm, incentives are directly proportional to the investments. Taking the best points
from the first and second-price auction theory into consideration, our mechanism conducts an
unbiased system, which returns the highest profit to the highest bidder while returning the same
amount to the lowest. Thus, equal opportunity for all also gets established. If the system provides
the same rewards for different auctioned prices, the profit earned would be unjust to the highest
winning bidders, which is effectively eradicated by this mechanism, as proved above.
Proposition 8. The recommendation generated by RAVA is truthful to its users.
Proof. A mechanism is said to be truthful when it provides the same results to the users
that it generates from the market research. The genuineness of the product is also dependent on
how the reward is integrated into the system. Though money is a motivator to provide honest
opinions to the customers, it can often be led by misplaced greed. Many bidders might curb their
perspective to follow the majority and even indulge in fixing the auction environment. However,
to avoid this mishap, our algorithm generates randomized values that refresh with a certain time
frame. Hence, the resultant produced from this architecture, in the end, is honest and truthful to
the clients.
The above points in theory and practice help a system achieve market equilibrium from an
economic point of view. Though some of the points are purely seen from a numeric perspective,
some of these in hypothesis make a system more authentic and market-ready for launch. The
quality and standard of the model can also be evaluated from the feedback, leaving no question
for the system’s performance in a real platform or environment. Further, an analysis of the model
and its working can be found in the later section of the paper for evaluation.
5 Implementation and Simulation Results
The above-mentioned algorithm has been executed on Windows 10 64-bit operating system
with 8 GB RAM, and i5 processor. Python 3.9.1 has been used for the implementation of the
given algorithm and the generation of the graphs using different sets of data. It took 0.938 s
to generate the required output by the system after the voting and auction is completed in the
timeframe of 15 min as discussed earlier.
The following are the simulation results that we have obtained from the successful execution
of our proposed mechanism: The graph is shown in Fig. 4 shows the variations in the four bid values for the subscription
plans that are randomly generated by the system in each time frame of auction. Here, the results
can be seen for five different time frames in each of which the system assigns different bid values.
Fig. 5, shows the number of participants taking part in the voting and bidding in each of
the five respective time-frames as mentioned. Along with the number of participants, the profits
earned by the system, in every time frame, are also plotted. The plotted data reflect that the
greater the number of participants involved in the voting system, the more profit is generated.
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Bid Values

Randomly generated bid-values for
auctiont in different time-frames

Time-frames

Profit earned (in Rupees)

Figure 4: Variations in the four bid values over different time-frames
No. of participants and correponding profits earned
in respective time-frames (of 15 mins each)

Figure 5: Number of participants taking part in the voting and bidding in each of the five
respective time-frames

In Fig. 6, the plots have been made concentrating only on the auction occurring in TimeFrame 1 of duration 15 min. In the graph, the total number of participants who took part in the
voting is clearly shown, along with the number of participants who voted for the respective bid
values. For this time frame, the bid values generated by the system were Rs. 100, Rs. 80, Rs. 60
and Rs. 50 respectively. As depicted, in a total of 100 participants, 60 voted for plan 1, and 40
voted for plan 2. Out of 60 who voted for subscription plan 1, 25 voted for the maximum bid
value while the remaining 22, 8, and 5 participants invested in bid values 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Also, out of 40 who voted for subscription plan 2, 20 voted for the maximum bid value while the
remaining 10, 7, and 3 participants invested in bid values 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The winning
subscription plan can be easily seen since the subscription plan with the maximum votes is the
winner, i.e., subscription plan 1 in this case.
In Fig. 7, the plots have been made concentrating only on the auction occurring in TimeFrame 2 of duration 15 min. For this time frame, the bid values generated by the system were Rs.
152, Rs. 112, Rs. 96 and Rs. 75 respectively. As depicted, in a total of 135 participants, 38 voted
for plan 1, 52 voted for plan 2, and 45 voted for plan 3. Out of 38 who voted for subscription
plan 1, 17, 22, 8, and 5 participants invested in bid values 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Out of
52 who voted for subscription plan 2, 31 voted for the maximum bid value while the remaining
12, 6, and 3 participants invested in bid values 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Out of 45 who voted for
subscription plan 3, 25, 22, 8, and 5 participants invested bid values 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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The winning subscription plan can be easily seen since the subscription plan with the maximum
votes is the winner, i.e., subscription plan 2 in this case.

Figure 6: Number of voters for respective subscription plans in Time-frame 1

Figure 7: Number of voters for respective subscription plans in time-frame 2

In Fig. 8, the plots have been made concentrating only on the auction occurring in TimeFrame 3 of duration 15 min. For this time frame, the bid values generated by the system were
Rs. 85, Rs. 75, Rs. 65 and Rs. 55 respectively. As depicted, in a total of 85 participants, 33 voted
for plan 1, and 52 voted for plan 2. Out of 33 who voted for subscription plan 1, 25 voted
for the maximum bid value while the remaining 22, 8, and 5 participants invested in bid values
2, 3, and 4, respectively. Also, out of 52 who voted for subscription plans, 2, 12, 28, 9, and 3
participants invested in bid values 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. From here the winning subscription
plan can be easily seen since the subscription plan which has the maximum votes is the winner,
i.e., subscription plan 2 in this case.
In Fig. 9, similar plots have been made concentrating only on the action occurring in an
extended Time-Frame of duration of 30 min. This extended time frame is taken to involve
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more participants in the recommendation system to earn more profit. The effect of the extended
timeframe of the auction can be clearly seen from the plotted graph as it indicates the increased
number of participants as well as greater profits.
No. of voters for respective subscription plans and their
corresponding bid-values in Timeframe T3 (15 mins)

Figure 8: Number of voters for respective subscription plans in Time-frame 3

No. of voters for respective subscription plans and their
corresponding bid values in a Timeframe of 30 mins

Figure 9: Number of voters for respective subscription plans in extended Time-frame

6 Comparative Study
Due to rapid digitalization in the recent years, there has been a global expansion in the
consumption of Over-the-Top (OTT) platforms. In addition, the Covid-19 pandemic has also
provided a considerable contribution in the number of users and hours spent that has led to the
proliferation of these streaming services.
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South Korea is one of the leading nations in producing OTT content and it is seen that the
South Korean audience also has high preference for OTT platforms. Some of the popular OTT
platforms are Oksusu, pooq, Netflix, Wavve, Tving etc. Though the popularity of different OTT
platforms varies from nation to nation, a common trend is seen in the rising number of subscriptions, OTT viewership and generated revenue. In this paper, we have compared the statistics
of South Korean OTT services against Indian platforms over the years [23]. They cover the user
subscriptions and revenue generation to understand and predict the consumption expectancy in
the future.
The survey data presented here are collected from the internet source as available on the web.
In Fig. 10, the graph shows the difference between the estimated subscribers, with India leading
over Korea by a huge margin. Over the course of 2018–22, Korean OTT platforms can barely
make it past 10 million users, while India shares a great raise in users around the same time.
There is also a large difference analyzed in user subscriptions between 2018 and 2022, in India,
by itself.
While the online revenue generation at South Korea had taken a great start due to the fact
that South Korea had entered this market prior to India, India has considerably exceeded their
profits with methods that worked well with the audience. Hence, though the monetary progress of
South Korea is slow and steady, India is still leading over them in this area and has full potential
to emerge as the most profitable nation in terms of OTT revenue and OTT market.
Fig. 10, shows the consistent rise of both countries, with visible marginal differences with
each other and amongst themselves. The revenue generated in Fig. 11 according to this data is
directly proportional to the number of subscribers we found in Fig. 10, as shown in the graphical
representations. This distinction owns to the fact that India has more opportunity and popularity,
surrounding digital originals. Many platforms often provide early streaming of live shows that
are a hit among the audience. These techniques have proved to pave the way for online content
superiority among viewers.
Subscription OTT viewers (2018-2022)
(in millions)

80
60
40
20
0

2018

2019
India

2020

2021

2022

South Korea

Figure 10: A comparison between the estimated number of subscribed viewers on OTT platforms
in India and South Korea in 2018–2022
The Middle East/North Africa (MENA) region and in particular Saudi Arabia have observed
some of the highest digital penetration and user consumption over the last five years and more.
Hence, it makes the market trends suitable for the introduction of new services and SVoD expansion. After the declaration of Netflix joining the MENA markets in 2016, many operators like
Google Play Movies, OSN, MBC, etc., all followed suit. Data collected in 2017 also suggests that
people have shown more interest in opting for digital content over physical content by a margin
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of 1%, post these changes. However, Saudi Arabia is yet to come up with its own platforms and
digital originals that can impact the number of users for their content, locally or globally. On
the other hand, India is dominated by several platforms like Hotstar, Voot, AltBalaji, JioCinema,
etc., which are native to the country and its audience. With digital originals like Mirzapur, Sacred
Games, etc., Indian content has successfully established its grounds in the global OTT space.

in million USD

Reveneues from OTT subscriptions (2018-2022)

Figure 11: A comparison between the amount of revenue obtained from OTT platforms in India
and South Korea in 2018–2022

Figure 12: A comparison between the market share of OTT platforms in Saudi Arabia and India
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In our study, we have dealt with the consumption of premium services over free trials, which
come with a definite subscription package for monthly or yearly use. The survey data presented
here are collected from The Global Television Demand Report as available on the web. In Fig. 12
we can see that while the audience of Saudi Arabia is highly dependent on Netflix for its content
at 62.20%, India observes Hotstar leading over the former by a small margin of 3.6%. Though
the popularity of Netflix is unparalleled globally, the inclination of the Indian audience towards
their native resources is a piece of good news for the overall revenue in the market share. Other
noteworthy examples of use include Amazon Prime at 12.30% and Hulu at 11.20% in Saudi
Arabia. Indian audience proves to be interested in a variety of platforms, with a 19.8% lead at
category “Others”, which is closely followed up by Amazon Prime at 19.6%.
The graph in Fig. 13 represents the growth of subscribers in the industry, in correspondence
to their population. Though there is a huge difference in inhabitants between India and Saudi
Arabia, the statistics for the number of subscriptions between 2018–22, do not fare very well for
the latter. The progress is expected to be consistent, but slow, which should have relatively sped up
with the incoming of the Covid-19 pandemic. Some factors that might be affecting or delaying this
development are a narrow range of original content, failure to produce native platforms, screen
quality, and pricing plans.
On contrary, India shows immense potential in this sector, with a steadily increasing graph
in the years to come. The estimated number of subscriptions alongside other factors is a direct
indication of the revenue generated through the use of these platforms. Thus, it is only wise to
say that India is most likely to profit at the pace it is moving.
Our recommendation system works towards balancing consumer spend with consumer experience, which makes it a beneficial tool for any platform provider or country to overcome their
issues. This mechanism picks the right subscription plan for the users, in turn encouraging more
users to associate with these platforms. Thus, it can act as leverage to the already increasing OTT
market. Taking into view the increasing popularity and the rising trend for OTT subscriptions we
can say that OTT platforms are the future of the entertainment industry worldwide. Thus, our
proposed model stands true to benefit the users or audience in not only our nation but all other
nations as well which intend to increase their revenue from OTT platforms in the years to come.

Figure 13: A comparison between the estimated number of subscribed viewers on OTT platforms
in India and Saudi Arabia in 2018–2022
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7 Conclusion and Future Works
This paper has formulated a solution for honest subscription allocation for OTT platforms
using a novel algorithm based on an auction environment. This mechanism is carried by n bidders
who can win incentives for their recommendation on different investment prices. Furthermore, the
reward percentage and bidding amount change every 15 min to establish anonymous voting. The
market evaluation metrics and simulations also signify the effectiveness of the model in real-life
applications. Hence, designing a similar model suiting cloud computing for budget allocation is
our area of immediate concern. Resource provision for different fields might also find usefulness
in our proposed research in future implementations.
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